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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study questions of existence, uniqueness, and continuity of solutions of 
abstract Volterra integral equations of the form 
x(t) =f(t) + jt B(t - u) x(u) du (t z 0) (W II 
in a Banach space X. The linear operator B(t) need not be bounded. For example, 
we will study some examples where B(t) = b(t) A, b(t) is a scalar function and A 
is a densely defined, closed operator on X. 
Some work has been done on existence and uniqueness of solutions of (VE) 
in [l]. Results on continuity with respect to parameters are known for integro- 
differential equations, see [2]. Obtaining similar results for (VE) will be more 
complicated. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a B-space with norm /I jl , let R+ be the interval [0, co) and let 
A: D(A) - X be a fixed closed linear map with domain D(A) dense in X. Given 
x E D(A) put II x IIA = II x II + II Ax II . S ince A is closed, it is easy to see that 
D(A) is a B-space under this norm. Assume that f : R+ -+ X is continuous and 
for each t > 0, B(t) is a linear map defined on D(A) (or on a larger domain) 
with values in X such that B(t) x is continuous for t on R+ for each fixed 
x E D(A). Finally, we assume that B(t) is P-subordinate to A in the sense that 
there exists a scalar function j3 ELI(R+) such that for each x E: D(A) and a.e. 
in t > 0, 
II B(t) x II d B(t) II x IA . 
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These assumptions are fixed for the entire discussion. They will not be repeated 
later. 
It follows that if &‘(I, 2) denotes the class of all strongly measurable functions 
$: I -+ 2 (2 always a B-space and I an interval) such that 11 $(t)& E U(I), then, in 
particular, B(t) x E Bl(R+, X) w h enever x E D(A) and the Laplace transform 
B*(s) x = Srn exp(--st) B(t) x dt 
0 
is defined and continuous on the half-plane Re s 2 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. By a solution (or U-solution with 1 <p < co) of (VE) 
on an interval I = [0, T), 0 < T < +co, we mean an X-continuous function 
x: I + D(A) such that Ax(t) is continuous (or Ax(t) E @(I’, X) for each compact 
interval I’ = [0, T’] C1) and (VE) is satisfied at all points t in I. 
A similar definition applies on compact intervals I = [0, T]. Clearly a solution 
is also an Lp-solution for any p > 1. We first show that (VE) makes sense for 
solutions. 
LEMMA 2.2. If the resolvent R(s, A) = (A - sI)-1 exists for at least one 
complex number s, then the domain D(A2) of A2 is dense in D(A) in the 11 /IA-topology. 
Proof. Put R = R(s, A) for short. First note that the range R(X) = D(A) 
and the range R(D(A)) = D(A2). Let y. be a point in D(A). Then there is an 
x,, in X such that Rx, =yo, As D(A) is dense in X, there is a sequence {x,} in 
D(A) so that II x, - x0 )I + 0 as n -+ 03. Since R is continuous, II Rx, - Rx, 11 --+ 0 
as n -+ CO andy, = Rx, E D(A2). Also Am = ARx, = (I + sR) x, -+ (I + sR) x0 
as n -+ co. These two limits and the definition of yn imply that as n -+ 03, 
II YR - yo IIA = II in - yo II + II A(Y, - ro)ll - 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose the resolvent R(s, A) = (A - sI)-l exists for some value 
s. If x: [0, t] -+ D(A) is X-continuous and Ax(u) E Bp([O, t], X), then, as a function 
of u, B(t - u)x(u) E Bl([O, t], X) and x(u) E Bp([O, t], D(A)) where D(A) is 
considered as the Banach space with norm II IIA . 
Proof. We shall need some standard definitions, facts, and techniques which 
can be found, for example, in Hille and Phillips [3, see especially pp. 72-731. We 
first show that x(u), considered as a map from [0, t] to (D(A), j] /la), is strongly 
measurable. We will need Lemma 2.2 and particularly its proof. The map 
y(u) = Ax(u) - sx(u) will be strongly measurable on X and so almost separably 
valued. Thus there is a sequence {m} C D(A) such that the X-closure of {y,> 
contains the range ofy(u), 0 < u ,( t. Define x, = Ryn for n = 1,2, 3,..., and 
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define R = R(s, A) for short. Since AR = I + sR where I is the identity map on 
X, then x(u) = Ry(u) and 
while 
II +4 - x, II = II RY(u) - RY,, II G II R II II Y(U) -in II 9 
II A44 - Ax, II = II WY(U) - m>ll d (1 + I s I II R II) II ~(4 -in II . 
Thus it is clear that with the possible exception of a null subset E of [0, t], the 
set (X(U): 0 < u < t, II $ E} is contained in the Ij II,-closure of the set (xn: n = 
1,2,3,...}. Thus x(u) is jl I/,-almost separably valued. Since for each linear 
functional x* in X*, x*(X(U)) is measurable and X* contains D(A)*, then x(u) 
is I/ IIA-weakly measurable. But strong measurability is equivalent to being 
weakly measurable and almost separably valued (see [3, p. 721). Thus X(U) 
is ]I /IA-strongly measurable. 
Since Z(U) is strongly measurable and II x(~)ll~ = /I x(u)[l + ]I Ax(u)11 EIP(O, t), 
then A+(U) E BP((0, t), D(A)) ( see, for example, [3, p. 80, Theorem 3.7.41). 
Now we show that z(s) = B(t - G) Z(U) is strongly measurable. Since X(U) 
is 11 [IA-strongly measurable there is a sequence xn(u) of countable valued func- 
tions such that limit II xn(u) - x(u)llA = 0 uniformly almost everywhere on 
[0, t] (see [3, p. 73, Corollary 11). Thus 11 B(t - u) XJU) - B(t - U) x(u)~/ < 
m - 4 II x&4 - 4a4 --j 0 as n + cc a.e. in u E [0, t]. The functions x,(u) 
have the form 
%(U) = : %X(%Fn), 
n=1 
where x(u, F,) is the characteristic function of F, and the {F,} is a sequence of 
pairwise disjoint, measurable subsets of [0, t]. Thus 
B(t - u)x,(u) = 2~ ; B(t - u)a,x(u,F,J. 
n=1 
It follows that B(t - u) x,(u) is measurable for each n, so that B(t - u) X(U) 
will also be measurable. Since II B(t - u) x(u)11 < /3(t - u) II x(u)llA with 
@ EL*(O, t) and I/ z(u)/lA ELP(O, t), then /3(t - u) I/ ells is Lr(0, t), as a function 
of u. It follows (see [3, p. 80, Theorem 3.7.41) that B(t - U) A(U) E Bl((0, t), D(A)). 
Q.E.D. 
Note that if x(t) is a soiution, so that Ax(u) is continuous in u, then the 
assumption that R(s, A) exists is not needed in Lemma 2.3. The proof of Lemma 
2.3 in [2] can be reproduced to see that B(t - u) x(u) E Bl((0, t), X) so that (VE) 
makes sense. 
Let BU = (f~ C([O, CD), X):f’ b 1s oun e an uniformly continuous). d d d 
LEMMA 2.4. If f : (-CO, 0] -+ D(A) is I/ ~~A-meumruble and ae. bounded, then 
the function 4(f) defined by - 
d(f l(t) = j” B(t - 4f (4 ds (t 3 0) 
--m 
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belongs to BU. If f E Bp(( -T, 0), D(A)) and f(t) = 0 for t < -T and if the 
following two conditions 
(HI) R(s, , A) = (A - s,,L)-~ exists for some number s0 , and 
(H2) For any XE D(A), B(t) x is locally absolutely continuous, B’(t) x is 
strongly measurable and there exists & E L1(O, CO) such that 
II B’(t) y II G PM II Y HA 
for ally E D(A) and almost all t > 0, are true, then 4(f) E BU. 
Proof. If f E Bm(( -00, 0), D(A)), let K be a bound a.e. for //f (t)llA . Then, for 
all t 20, 
II 9(f) (t)ll = /I irn W)f(t - 4 du 1~ < J^,= ,@) K & 
so that (6(f) (t) is b ounded and tends to zero as t + CO. To see that 4(f) is 
continuous note that by [2, Lemma 2.21, $(fn) is continuous if fn is Ij llA-con- 
tinuous and has compact support, while if f E B”(( - co, 0), D(A)), then +(f) 
can be approximated uniformly on 0 < t < 0~) by functions +( fn), see [2, Lemma 
2.31. 
If f E Bp((-T, 0), D(A)) with support in [-T, 01, then Lemma 2.3 implies 
that C(f) E Bp((0, a), X). Also by Lemma 2.3 it is clear that 
(44 M(f) (t)l = J^_“, B’(t - 4fW ds 
exists a.e. and is in Bp((0, co), X). Q.E.D. 
Following the outline from [2] we wish to formally construct a semigroup 
U(t) on BU using the (formal) solutions of (VE) and then compute the infinite- 
simal generator C of U(t). Th’ is infinitesimal generator will become the main 
tool in the analysis of (VE). For technical reasons it will be necessary to add an 
X coordinate to this formal semigroup. Proceed as follows. 
Given any function g on R+, let g,(s) = g(t + s) be the translation of g by the 
amount t. Given any continuous function x: [0, s] 4 X with Ax E Bv((O, s), X), 
define 
( jos B,x(s - u) du) (t) = jO’ B(u + t) x(s - u) du 
=j’B(t+s-u)x(u)du, 
0 
for all t > 0 and all s > 0. Finally, put 
u(t) (xo ,f) == (x.0 + .c,’ Ax(s) ds, ft + .,’ B,x(t - u) d”) , 
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where x(t) is the solution of (VE) for the givenfE BU and where x,, is any point 
in X. 
Formally, if x(t) solves (VE) and s 3 0, then 
Thus if we start with a functionf and then translate the solution by s, the second 
coordinate of U(t) is the correct forcing function to use in (VE) in order to 
continue the same solution of (VE) past the value s. This means that formally 
for all t and s in R+. The first coordinate of U(t) has been added for technical 
reasons. 
It is easy to compute that the infinitesimal generator should be 
C(% Tf) = (AfK%f + Bf(W, 
where B, is denoted by B and C has domain 
D(C) = {(x0 ,f) E X x BU:f(O) E D(A), f is locally absolutely continuous and 
f’ + Bf(0) E BU>. 
Here X x BUha the normIl(qf)ll = II x II + llfll and llfll = sup#f(t)ll: t 3 O}. 
Rather than attempt to justify these formal calculations, we shall simply start 
from C and use it to study (VE). S ome preliminary results about C are needed. 
LEMMA 2.5. D(C) is dense bz X x BU. 
Proof. D(C) contains all elements (x, 0) with x E X. Only the second coor- 
dinate need be considered. Given f in BU and E > 0, let x, E D(A) satisfy 
// x, --f(m)11 < c for n = 0, I,2 ,.... Let fr(nc) = x, for all n and let fr(t) be 
defined for other values of t by piecewise linear extension. Since f is uniformly 
continuous, fi will approximate f uniformly in t if E is small enough. 
Let M be a nonnegative; C” function with support (- 1, 1) and integral 
s 1 M(t)dt = 1. -1 
Put 
a-lM((t - s)b)f&) 4 
so that fi E Cm, fa Bnd,fd’ are in BU, fi(0) f D(A) and fi approximates fi if cz is 
smal1. 
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Pick a continuous function s(t) with compact support such that 
s m II W - WfDll ds -=c B 0 
and /I is small. Define 
fdt) = fdo) + Lt [h’(s) + WI ds - jot WfdO) ds. 
It is clear that fs E BU, fs(0) =fa(O) E D(A), fi + Bf3(0) = fi’ + b E BU, and 
IIf&) - fi(t)ll = /( Jot [b(s) - Wf4O)l ds /( G B- 
As E, 01, and /3 -+ Of, 11 f3(t) -f (t)l/ -+ 0 uniformly in t E R+. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.6. C is a closed operator. 
Proof. Recall that A is always assumed to be closed and B(t) is always 
assumed to be Lr-subordinate to A. Suppose (x, , F,) is a sequence in D(C) 
which tends to (x0 , F) in X x BU while C(x, , F,) + (y, g). This means that 
C(x, > Fn) = (AFn(O)> F,’ + BFn(W + (Y, d. 
Since A is closed and F,(O) + F(O), then F(0) E D(A) and AF(0) = y. Also 
11 B(t) F,(O) - B(t) F(O)// < p(t) /I F,(O) - F(0)llA -+ 0 as 1z -+ co a.e. in t E R+. 
Thus F,’ -+g - BF(0) E B1((O, T), X) for all T > 0 and 
F,(t) = F,(O) + Jot F,‘(s) ds -+F(O) + jot k(s) - BWP)1 ds. 
It follows that 
F(t) = F(O) + j” [g(s) - B(~)F(Oll& 0 
F’ + BF(0) = g E BU, and so (x0 , F) E D(C) with C(x, , F) = (y, g). Q.E.D. 
3. A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Consider the differential equation 
z’ = cz (DE) 
on the space 2 =X x BU with norm ll(x,f)l/ = I] x 11 + l\f I/ and IIf 11 = 
SUP{llf (4l: t 2 01. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A solution of (DE) satisfying an initial condition z, is a 
function z: Rf -+ D(C) such that z(t), Cz(t), and r’(t) are all continuous on R+, 
z(0) = z, and (DE) is true for all t 2 0. 
An Lp-solution of (DE) is a locally absolutely continuous function a: R+ -+ 2 
such that Cz(t) and z’(t) are in P((0, T), 2) for all T > 0 and (DE) is true a.e. 
Recall that (DE) is called uniformly well posed if for each z,, E D(C) the initiai 
value problem z(O) = z,, has a unique solution z(t, z,,) and z(t, z,,) is continuous 
in the sense that for any T > 0 there is a K > 0 such that 11 z(t, x0)/ \( K 11 z0 Ij 
for all z0 E D(C) and for 0 < t < T. Call (DE) L”-wellposed if for each x,, E D(C) 
the initial value problem (DE) with z(0) = z,, has a unique LP-solution z(t, za) 
and if for each T > 0 there exists K > 0 such that 
Solutions of (DE) and (VE) are connected by the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Ifz(t) = (x(t),F(t, s)) is a soZution of (DE), then F(t, 0) solwes 
(VE) with f (t) = F(0, t) for all t E R+. 
Proof. The functions z(t), C.z(t), and z’(t) are all continuous in t. In par- 
ticular, x’(t) = AF(t, 0) is continuous and 
W(t, 4 = WV, 4 + B(s)F(t, 01, 
with DIF continuous in t uniformly in s and uniformly continuous in s for each 
fixed t. Thus DIF is jointly continuous in (t, s). Also \I B(s) F(t, O)l\ < 
/3(s) 11 F(t, O)llA and F(t, 0) is 11 iI,-continuous. Thus g(s) = F(s, t - s) is absolutely 
continuous on 0 < s < t and 
g’(s) = D,F(s, t - s) - D,F(s, t - s) = B(t - s) F(s, 0). 
One integration of this formula from s = 0 to s = t yields 
F(t, 0) - F(0, t) = Jt B(t - s) F(s, 0) ds. 
0 
This is (VE) with f (t) = F(0, t). Q.E.D. 
Let R(s, E) = (E - sl)-l denote the resolvent of any operator E at 5 (when 
it exists) and let p(s) = (1 - B*(s))-l = -R(l, B*(s)) at all points s in the half- 
plane Re s >, 0 for which the inverse exists. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose there is an s with Re s = s, > 0 such that p(s) exists 
and Ap(s) is a bounded linear map on X to X. Then R(s, C) exists. Moreover the 
solution of R(s, C) (y,g) = (x, f) is 
x = --SW&) g*(s) 4 rl 
f(t) = - irn exp(-4 VW) ~(4 g*(s) + g,(t)1 du 
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and R(s, C) satisfies the following estimate with 11 p jIA = 11 p 11 + 11 Ap 11: 
II &s, C)ll G [!I PWIIA (P*(O) + l/d + 11/s, . (1) 
Proof. For any (y, g) in 2 we wish to find a unique pair (~,f) E 2 such that 
(C - ~1) (~,f) = (y, g). This pair (~,f) should depend continuously on (y, g). 
The relation above is equivalent to 
or 
(C - J) (~,f) = (4(O) - wf’ + W(O) - $1 = (Y, g)> 
Af(0) - sx =y, f’ + wq - sf=g. 
Solve the second equation forf. 
f(t) = expWf(O) + Jot exPW - 4) k(u) - W4fCW du 
= exP(st) [f(O) + i= exp(-4 [g(u) - WfW d”] 
- J- cc exp(st - su) [g(u) - B(u)f(O)] du t 
= exp(4 [f(O) + g”(s) - B*(4fc41 
+ SE exp(-4 FUt)f(O) - &&)I du- 
0 
Asfis bounded on R+ and Re s > 0, we must conclude that -[I - B*(s)]f(O) = 
g*(s). Since p(s) exists, this means that 
f(0) = -[I - B*(s)]-lg*(s) = -p(s)g*(s) 
and 
f(t) = $ exp(-4 [W)f(O) - &)I du. 
Clearly f(0) and f(t) are continuous functions of g (and trivially of y). Since 
Af(0) - sx = y, then one can solve for x to see that 
32 = -VP(S) g*w + Y>/S 
is continuous in (y, g). Thus R(s, C) exists. 
Estimate (1) follows readily from the formulas for f  and x. First note that 
II x II < [II APG)II II g llh + II Y Ill/l s I 
G [II P(a4 II g II/% + II Y lll/~l * 
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Now estimate 
llf(t)ll < La exp(--s,u) II B(t + u) f(s)g*(s) + g(t + u)ll du 
< 
s 
m exp(--s14 W + 4 II &) g*Nl/.4 + II & + 411 du 
0 
G c.i, mP( ) d u 4 II P(N4 II g*(s) II + II g llh 
G P*(o) II &II‘4 II g II/s1 + II g II/% . 
Thus 
II(% = II x II + llfll 
< (4-l [II PM4 (P*(o) + l/4 + 11 /Ii? II + IIY II/s, 
G @1)-l [II P(m4 (B*(o) + 1 ISI) + 11 (II Y II + II g II>. 
This is (1) above. 
Now assume the following condition. 
Q.E.D. 
(H3) For some integer 11 3 2 and some p > 1, (DE) has a unique Lp- 
solution U(t) z. , satisfying U(0) z. = z. for all z. e D(C), and a unique solution 
when a0 E D(P). 
’ If (H3) were true with n = 1 and if the resolvent R(s, C) existed for some 
complex number s, then (DE) would be uniformly well posed (see [4, p. 54, 
Theorem 2.121). Under the weaker assumption (H3) it will be shown that (DE) is 
P-well posed. 
LEMMA 3.4. If R(s, C) exists for some s and if (H3) is true then U(t) Cz,, = 
CU(t) z. for all t 2 0 and all z. E D(C2). 
Proof. If z. E D(C2), then Cx, E D(C) so U(t) Cz, exists and satisfies 
U(t) Cz, = Cz, + I” C[U(s) Cx,] ds. 
0 
By [3, Theorem 3.7.121 and Lemma 2.3 (with C replacing A) it follows that 
U(t) Cz, = C [x0 + Jot U(s) Cz, ds] = G(t), (2) 
where z(t) is defined in the obvious way. Now z(0) = .a0 and by (2) and the 
definition of z(t), 
z’(t) = U(t) cz, = Cz(t). 
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Uniqueness of P-solutions implies that z(t) = U(t) z,, . This and (2) imply 
U(t) cz, = as(t) = CU(t) x0, 
for all aa E D(P). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.5. If (Hl)-(H3) are true and R(s, C) exists for some value s, then 
(DE) is LP-well posed. 
Proof. Fix T > 0 and put 2, = (4 E Br((0, T), 2): 4 E Bp((0, T), D(C))} 
with norm 
Ill d Ill = [L= II 4W ds]l”- 
Define F: D(C) + 2, by (F.q,) (t) = U(t) z,, . The map is clearly well defined 
and linear. To see that F is closed let a, + aa in D(C) and Fx, -+ # in 2, . Since 
(Fz,) (t) = U(t) a,; then 
I = II U(t) 
x, - $(t)ll: dt ---f 0. 
0 
This means that the limit as n ---f CO in 
yields 
U(t) x, = x,, + 
s 
t CU(s) I, ds 
0 
4(t) = xo + lot C+(s) ds. 
This last equation and uniqueness of LP-solutions imply that 4 = U(e) a,, = Fz, . 
Since F is closed and defined on all of D(C), then its norm 11 F 11 is finite. Let 
R = R(s, C) so that R: D(C) -+ D(C2). Given a0 E D(C), put y,, = Rz, E D(C2) 
so that 
U(t) x0 = U(t) [C - sI]y, = U(t) cy, - sU(t)y, 
and, by Lemma 3.4, 
U(t) x0 = CU(t)y, - sU(t)y, . 
Estimate as follows: 
[s,’ II WI zo l19dt]1’p G (I s I + 1) (J‘,‘/I Wyo llEdt)l” 
G (I s I + 1)llIF~o/ll G (I s I + 1) IlFlllI~o Ilc 
G (I s I + 1) II F II (II yo It + It zo + SYO II) 
= (I s I + 1) IIF II [Cl + I s I) II R II II zo II + /I zo Ill 
= w zo II 
for a well-defined constant M. Q.E.D. 
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4. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, AND CONTINUITY 
Existence for a dense set Y off’s follows under rather weak hypotheses. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose there exists s,, > 0 such that p(s) exists and Ap(s) 
is a bounded linear map when Re s > sO. If there exists k > 0 such that 
11 p(s)IIA = [I p(s)]/ + 11 Ap(s = O(l s 1”) us 1 s 1 - co, then there exists a dense 
subset Y C BU such that (VE) has a solution x(t, f) for all f E Y. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, the resolvent R(s, C) exists and satisfies (1) for 
Re s > s0 . Moreover the existence of R(s, C) for at least one s and the density 
of D(C) implies the density of D(P) f  or all positive integers z. Let MI be a con- 
stant such that [I f;s)IIa < Mr(l + I s 1”) for Re s > s0 . By (1) it follows that 
II w, C)ll < MU + I s I”) (P*(o) + I/%) + WI 
< M(l + I s I”), 
for some M. By [4, Theorem 1.5, p. 341, it follows that (DE) has a solution for 
each initial value (x, f) E Yr = ~(Ct~j+a) where [k] is the integer part of k. Let 
Y be the projection of Yr onto its second coordinate. Apply Theorem 3.2 to 
complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
Uniqueness can also be proved under weak assumptions. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose (HI) and (H2) are true and for any T > 0 and any 
Ij IIA-continuous g: [0, T] + D(A) 
s,’ B(t) g(s) ds = B(t) lo= g(s) ds. (3) 
Suppose p(s) exists for all real s > w (w > O$xed) and 
lim sup[ln II p(s))l/s] < 0. 
s-t+00 
Then for any f E BU and any T > 0 the L%olution of (YE) is unique on [0, T] 
whenever it exists. 
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to consider a solution x(t) of the linear equation 
(VE) when f (t) = 0 on 0 < t < T. Given x(t) on [0, T] define x(t) = 0 for all 
t > T so that 
s 
T 
x*(s) = exp( -su) x(u) du 
0 
= JOT exp( -su) [ 1: B(u - v) x(v) dv] du 
T T  
= 
J-f exp(-su) B(u - v) x(v) du dv. 0 v  
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Define 
so that 
w = jOrnjTrn exp(-su) B(u - v) x(v) du dv 
x*(s) + E(s) = ~m/mexp(-su) B(u - v) X(V) du dv 
0 D 
=ss m m exp(-su) B(u) X(V) exp(-sv) du dv, 0 0 
and by (3) and Fubini’s theorem 
x*(s) + E(s) = iE exp(-su) B(u) x*(s) du 
= B”(s) x*(s). 
Thus 
or 
[I - B”(s)] x*(s) = --E(s) 
x*(s) = --p(s) E(s). 
Multiply this equation by exp(sT), recall the definition of the Laplace transform, 
and compute 




exp(vs) x( T - v) dv. 
0 
Thus 
ln I/ s’ exp(4 x(T - v) dv Ii/ s G ln II &N/s + ln II E(s) expP)ll/s. 
0 
The definition of E(s) and the Holder inequality imply 
II 9-W) -Wll < & jTm exp((T - 4 4 B(u - v) II 4% du dv 
= jTw exp((T - 4 4 (J*,” P(u - 4 II ~(~)IIA dv) du 
G [WW” [i- ) .c,= Bb - v> II WIA dv 1’ du]“‘, 
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where q-l $ p-1 = I. Thus 
lim sup In 
s-xc II/’ exp(su) x(T - u) du ii/s < 0. 0 
From this it follows that x(T - U) = 0 on 0 < u < T, see, e.g., [5]. Q.E.D. 
We prove two continuity theorems. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose (Hl)-(H2) are true and that p(s) exists for some s with 
Re s > 0 and Ap(s) is bounded ~2 X. If  for each pair (x0 , f) E D(C), IQ. (VE) has a 
unique solution x(t, f), then x( t, f) is continuous in the sense that given T > 0 there 
exists K > 0 such that jl x(t,f)jl < Kljflj for 0 < t < T. 
Proof. First note that (H2) implies that the derivative 
(a/q [( B(t + s - 4 x(u, f) du + f  (t + s)] 
=f’(t + s) + B(s) x(t,f) t Jot B’(t + s - 4 x&f) du 
(4) 
exists uniformly in s 3 0. This will be needed in order to see that (DE) is uni- 
formly well posed. Given (x, ,f) E D(C), it will be shown that 
z(t) = (%I + s,’ Ax(s) ds, ft  + L’ B,x(t - v) dv) 
= (y(t), F(t, *)) 
is a solution of (DE) if x(t) so ves 1 (VE). As (x0, f) E D(C) then f(0) E D(A) 
and f’ + Bf E BU. Clearly, y(t) E X for all t >, 0 and 
F(t, 0) = f,(O) + 1’ B,(O) x(t - v) dw = x(t) E D(A). 
0 
If g = f’ + Bf(O), then 
F(t + h, s) - F(t, 4 
= f  (t + h + s) + Ltih B(v + s) x(t + h - v) dv - f(t + s) 
- 
I 
t B(v + s) x(t - v) dv 
0 
=s 




+ St+” B(t + h + s - u) x(u) du 
t 
+ f [BP + h + s - u) - B(t + s - u)] X(U) du. 
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From the existence of the derivative, Eq. (4), and the above formula, it follows 
that 
where 
gl(t, s) = B(s) x(t) - B(t + s)f(O) + jot B’(t + s - u) x(u) du. 
Since g E BU, then gt E BU. To see that gl(t, *) E BU, choose any function h 
such that h(s) and h’(s) are j] IIA- continuous on 0 < s < t and zero on --co < 
s < 0. Then 4(/z,‘) E BU (by Lemma 2.4) while 
$(h,‘) (s) = j” 
-cc 
B(s - u) h’(t + u) du = jIt B(s - u) h’(t + u) du 
= 
.i 
t B(t + s - u) h’(u) du 
= i(s) h(t) - B(t + s) h(0) + jt B’(t + s - u) h(u) du, 
0 
by integration by parts. Choose h so that 11 x(s) - h(s)llA < E on 0 6 s < t, to 
see that I] 4(/z,‘) -g, I] = o(1) as E -+ 0. Thus gl(t, .) E BU for each t > 0. 
Clearly z'(t) is continuous and z(t) satisfies (DE) with z(0) = (x0 , f). Thus, for 
each (x0 ,f) E D(C), Eq. (DE) h as a solution with this given initial value. By 
Theorem 3.2 and the uniqueness of solutions of (VE), the solution of (DE) is 
unique. By Theorem 3.3 the resolvent R(s, C) exists. Results in differential 
equations (see [4, p. 54, Theorem 2.121) imply that (DE) is uniformly well posed. 
Since x(t) = F(t, 0), the continuity of solutions of (DE) implies the continuity 
of $9 f). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose (Hl)-(H2) are true and there exist constants Kl and 
w >, 0 such that /I p(s)llA < Kl f  or s > W. Suppose there exists an integer n > 2 
such that (VE) has a solution x(t, f) if (0, f) E D(Cn) and (VE) has an D’-solution 
if (0, f) E D(C). If p(t) gLm(R+), then solutions of (VE) are continuous in the sense 
that given T > 0 there exists K > 0 such that 
Proof. By the proof of the last theorem it follows that (DE) has a unique 
solution z(t) = (y(t),F(t, *)) when (x, f) E D(P). If for (x0 , f) E D(C) the func- 
tion .z(t) is locally absolutely continuous, then arguing as in the previous theorem 
will show that z(t) is an P-solution of (DE). Uniqueness of L”-solutions of 
(DE) follows immediately from the estimate I] p(s)IIA < K, (l), and [4, p. 63, 
Theorem 3.11. 
The first coordinate of z(t) is an integral. Thus it is clearly absolutely con- 
tinuous. The derivative S/at will exist a.e. and equal g(t + s) + gl(t, s) as 
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before. Since g E BU, then g, is a continuous map of any interval [0, T] -+ BU. 
To see that gl(t, *) maps [0, T] -+ BU and is continuous in t, first note that 
4(/z,‘) maps [0, T] --+ BU and is continuous in t. Moreover, if 11 h(t) - x(t)llA < 6 
for 0 < t < T and K is an upper bound for /l(t), then 
II &(h 4 - Wt’) (s)ll 
+ ,@ + 4 II WV - Wll, + f Bdt + s - 4 II 44 - WIIA du 
< KS + KS + j” /3# + s - u) 6 du = [2K + jOm ,L31(u) du] 6. 
0 
Clearly II gl(tj 4 - 9Vt’) (s)lI + 0 as 6 -+ 0 uniformly for 0 < t < T and 
0 < s < co. Thus gl(t, .) E BU and g1 is continuous in t as a map from [0, TJ 
to BU. Since iW(t, -)/at is continuous, then F(t, *) is absolutely continuous. 
Apply Theorem 3.5 to complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Equation (VE) is called uniformly well posed if for each 
(x, f) E D(C), (W h as a unique solution x(t, f) and if these solutions satisfy the 
continuity condition in Theorem 4.3. It is P-well posed if for each (x, f) E D(C), 
it has a unique P-solution and the continuity condition in Theorem 4.4 is 
satisfied. 
If (VE) is uniformly or U-well posed then the solution function x(t,f) can 
be extended by continuity fromf such that (0,f) E D(C) to allfE BU. For the 
new values off the extended function will be a generalized solution of (VE) in 
the sense that it is the limit of a sequence of actual solutions. 
Note that in the results above it is not really necessary that /3 and /31 be in 
Ll(R+). Indeed, if z(t) = exp(--ht) x(t) and h > 0 then 
x(t) = f(t) exp(--ht) + jot B(t - s) exp(--h(t - s)) z(s) ds. 
If h can be chosen so that p(t) exp( --At) and &(t) exp( --At) are in ,Y(R+) and if 
p(s) and Ap(s) exist for some s with Re s > --h, then (VE) will be uniformly 
well posed since for B,(t) = B(t) exp(--Xt), p,(h) = (1 - B,*(s))-l = 
(I - B*(s + A))-l. 
5. EXAMPLES 
Our examples are motivated by results in Barbu [l]. Let X = H be a reai 
Hilbert space and let A: D(A) -+ H be a densely defined, closed, symmetric, 
linear map. Let a(t) be a continuous scalar function. Consider 
x(t) = f(t) - 1” a(t - s) Ax(s) ds, (5) 
0 
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with the assumptions 
(Al) (Ax, 4 > -4 X, x > f or some d > 0 and all x E D(A). 
(A2) a(t) is nonnegative, continuous and Ll(O, co) and if a* is the Laplace 
transform, then there is an s,, > 0 such that Re u*(s) > 0 or Im a*(s) # 0 and 
a*(s)-’ = 0( 1 s 1”) for some nonnegative integer K when Re s > ss .
(A3) fEBU. 
With B(t) = -u(t) A, ‘t 1 is easy to see that B(t) is defined on D(A) for all 
t 3 0, B(t) x is continuous on Rf if x E D(A), and B(t) is L’-subordinate to A 
with /l(t) = 1 u(t)] . S ince A is symmetric, then the resolvent R(s, A) will exist 
at least for all s with Im s # 0. To compute p(s) and Ap(s) consider the equation 
or 
(I - B*(s)) x = (I + u*(s) A) x = y, 
u*(s) (a*(~)-~ I + A) x = y. 
Since u*(s) # 0 and u*(s) -+ 0 as 1 s 1 --+ co in Re s > s,, , then u*(s)-l exists for 
Re s > s,, and by possibly taking s, larger we can assume Re u*(s)-r > 1 + d 
or Im u*(s)-l # 0. In particular, if Re s > s, , then 
exists and 
x = u*(s)-l R(--a*(~)-~, A) y  = p(s) y, 
Ap(s) = u*(s)-l A(A + u*(s)-‘1)-l 
= u*(s)-l (I - u*(s)-l (A + u*(s)-l 1)-l) 
= u*(s)-1 (I - p(s)) 
is bounded. If E, is the spectral resolution of the identity for A, then it is known 
that 
R(-s, A) x = jm (U + s)-’ dE,x 
-a 
(see [6]). Estimate as follows. 
II R(-- s, 411 < O(l s I-‘) j--; II d&x II = O(l s I-‘) 
as s-+00, Res>s,,. Thus p(s) = u*(s)-l R(--a*(~)-~, A) and Ap(s) = 
p*(s)-l (I - p(s)) = O(u*(s)-l), so I] p(s)]lA < K(l s 1”). Thus Theorem 4.1 
applies. 
THEOREM 5.1. I f  (Al)-(A3) are true, then there exists a dense set Y (the pro- 
jection onto the second coordinate of D(C3fk)) such that for all f  E Y Eq. (5) has a 
solution on R+. 
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In order to apply Theorem 4.2, we note that jl p(s)// is bounded on s > s,, so 
that lim sup 11 p(s)ll/s < 0 as s + co. Also, since A is closed, ifg E C([O, T], D(A)), 
then 
IrAg dt = A j$(t) dt. 
0 0 
Thus (3) will be true. 
THEOREM 5.2. If (Al)-(A3) are true, then solutions or LQolutions of (5) are 
unique whenever they exist. 
In order to apply Theorem 4.4, it will first be necessary to prove a preliminary 
result. This result is essentially a special case of a result of Barbu [l, Theorem 11. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose (Al)-(A3) are true with d = 0 and 
(A4) a(t) is strictt’y positive, absolutely continuous on R+, and a’(t) < 0 a.e. 
If f is so smooth that (0,f) E D(C) then (VE) has a unique L2-solution on Rf. 
Proof. Fix (0, f) E D(C) and then pick a sequence fn -+ f such that (0, fn) E 
D(C3+k). The proof of Lemma 2.2 is easily adapted to see that fn can be chosen 
so that (0, f,) -+ (0, f > in the /I l/=norm. In particular, fn(0) -+ f (0), Afn(0) -+ 
Af (O), and fn’ - aAf,(O) --f f’ - aAf (0). Since a E BU, then clearly f%‘(t) -+ 
f’(t) uniformly in t E Rf. Now define V(X) = (Ax, x)/2 for x E D(A) so that 
Vfn(0)) + (U24t)) j’ llfn’(s)l12 d s - Yf(W + (l/WtN j' lIf'(s>l12 ds (6) 
0 0 
as n+ co. 
For each n, let x%(t) be the unique solution of the approximating equation 
x(t) = fn(t) - jt a(t - s) Ax(s) ds. (Vn) 
0 
Clearly x,&t) is continuously differentiable and 
xn’(t) + a(o) Ax,(t) + jot d(t - s) Ax,(s) ds =fn’(t). 
This and the identity (d/dt) V(xn(t)) = (Ax,,(t), xn’(t)) mean that 
(44 W&N + 40) II Ax&>l12 
< Ilfn’Wll II 4zWll + It &M St I 0 - 41 II 4d~Il ds. 
0 
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If we integrate from 0 to t, then the last term can be estimated as follows. 
s” II A~&)ll j” I a’(4 II &(u - s)ll ds du 
0 
=- jot0 j a’(s) t II &du)ll ll Ax,@ - s)ll du ds 
< - j” a’(s) cs’ 1) Ax,(u)lj2 du)l” (j’ jj Ax& - s)\12 du)“’ ds 
< - i a’(s) (; I/ Ax,(u)l)2 dtfiz cr:” ,I Ax,(u)j12 d$” ds 
d - jo~~‘(s)ds~lI~~,(~);12d~ 
= MO) - &)I j” II &$4112 du. 
0 
Consequently, 
Wn(9 + 44 Lt II b&)l12 ds 
G Wn(ON + j” LfnWll II &&)II ds 
< Wn(W + (j; llfn’Wl12 ds)l” (j; II k&)ll” ds)1’2a 
This is an inequality in the variable 
x = (,b 11 Ax,(s)l12 ds)1’2 
of the form coz2 + ciz + c2 < 0. It is necessary that 
3 G ~-5 + (cl2 - 4~oww2~o~ 
< (Cl2 - 2coc2)1’2/co , 
or c, + &zz < ci2/(2co). With co , c, and c2 given the 
follows that 
qW) + W/2) jot II AG&)II~ ds 
8-t 
obvious meanings it 
G W&N + j II fnWl12 WWN~ 0 
This and (6) together imply that (Ax,(.)) is b ounded in B2((0, T), H). Therefore 
we can assume that Ax,(t) -+ y(t) weakly in Br((0, T), N) for some function y. 
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This and (V,) imply that am +x(t) weakly in H for each t E [0, T] for some 
function x and 
x(t) =f(t) - b a(t - s) y(s) as. 
As // x, 11 = sup{(x,, , +): I/+/j = l}, it follows from (V,) and the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality that xn(t) is bounded on [O, T] uniformly in n. An application 
of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the Dominated Convergence Theorem 
now show that x, -+ x weakly in B2((0, T), H). Now as A is closed and d = 0 
on (Al), A is a maximal monotone operator on H (cf. [7] for definitions and basic 
results). From [7, p. 251, we see that the map 0!: B2((0, T), H) + B2((0, T), H) 
defined by 6% = v  if and only if Au(t) = v(t) a.e. is a maximal monotone operator 
and thus a closed linear map. The above remarks show that (x, y) is in the weak 
closure of the graph of GY and, as the graph of 02 is convex, (x, y) is in the strong 
closure of the graph of LX and so y(t) = Ax(t) a.e. in [0, T], i.e., x(t) is an L2- 
solution of(V) for the given f. Q.E.D. 
This lemma an Theorem 4.4 imply 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose (Al)-(A4) are true with d = 0. Then (5) is L2-well 
posed. 
Note that if a(t) > 0 and a’(t) < 0 as in (A4), then Re a*(s) > 0 if Im s = 0, 
Im u*(s) > 0 if Im s < 0, and Im a*(s) < 0 if Im s > 0 and Re s > 0. Also 
a*(s) = [a’*(s) + a(O)]/s so that a*(s)-l = O(i s I). Thus the last part of assump- 
tion (A2) concerning a*(s) is automatically true with so = 0. 
It would be interesting to know when (5) is well posed. In particular, do the 
hypotheses of Theorem 5.4 imply the well posedness of (5)? 
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